INTERCESSORY PRAYER POINTS 6/21/21
➢ I thank you Father that You are summoning us, Your Warrior Remnant to have
as our first priority that of banding together with those of like mind and like faith
and are calling Your chosen ones to become committed to bringing forth their
petitions, for all people, through their warfare prayers with thanksgiving as
worshipful service unto You. I also thank you Father that Your warring host in
heaven will be released to join in our heavenly battles.
➢ I pray that those You appoint as warring intercessors will confer with You to get
Your mind and perspective on how to deal with what we are facing. I ask that
through our intercession, that we will know if You are either for or against
whatever events or circumstances are taking place, and that the revelation of
Your prophetic words of correction, instruction and direction will be our guide.
➢ I thank you that You will reveal the secret and hidden things, such as intentionally
hidden circumstances that many of Your people are not aware of and that these
things will be made known, by Your Warrior Remnant and brought out into the
light when they are found to be happening.
➢ I pray that the hidden plans and agendas concerning the leaders of the people,
and all that are in authority at this time will be revealed to your chosen ones, and
that they will not be deceived by the spirit of fear that stands guard over the gates
and portals of hell that are releasing hordes of demons upon the earth at this
time.
➢ I ask that we your chosen ones who fear and follow Your Spirit will keep our
minds protected by staying fixed upon You and not on the things of this world, so
that when Your words of truth exist and are revealed within us, we Your chosen
ones… will have tranquility and an undisturbed manner of life, that will lead us
and furnish us with what You honor and approve of and with what is good and
acceptable in Your sight, our Savior and God.
➢ Father, I hold before Your throne now, all the who take delight and pleasure in
choosing to be -- made whole and holy people (name all who come to mind) ... I
pray they will enter into the knowledge of the truth and pray also that the truth will
come into their being and find a place of honor and influence within them.
➢ I also pray for those who have chosen to continue to dishonor You and Your
Word by choosing to walk in their own will and ways, for by this they have also
chosen to be turned over to Satan, their cruel taskmaster and the tormentor of
mankind (name all who come to mind). I pray in their time of pain, that Your hand
of mercy will be extended to them, so they will learn to fear and honor You and
cry out for delivering power.

